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Richard Wright

1908- 1960



Of course, Richard Wright’s prose is roundly 
celebrated. And, last fall, I reread Black Boy, his 
1945 memoir that opens with his upbringing in 
Mississippi and Arkansas—then on to Chicago and 
his involvement with Communist Party. His prose-
style is so exhilarating.  We all know that much. I can’t 
recall when I “discovered” his haiku—within the past 
ten years—and, in my mind, Wright’s haiku are one 
of best by an American. How did these come into 
being? While ill and in exile, he picked up a book 
of haiku and this transformed his writing practice. 
His daughter Julia Wright has said, “My father’s law 
in those days revolved around the rules of haiku 
writing, and I remember how he would hang pages 
and pages of them up, as if to dry, on long metal rods 
strung across the narrow office area of his tiny sunless 
studio in Paris [.]” In eighteen months, he wrote over 
four thousand. Scholar Jerry W. Ward, Jr. has written: 
“The attention to his poetry ought to be conducted 
with the same rigor we accord to his novels[.]” 

—Kimiko Hahn, author of Foreign Bodies: Poems

459 

 I am paying rent
For the lice in my cold room
 And the moonlight too. 



755

 A bloated dead cat
Emerging from melting snow
 On a tenement roof.

816

 Heading toward the sea,
Drifiting into the cold rain,—
 How strong the smoke is!



382

 A valley village
Lies in the grip of moonlight:
 How lonely it is.

 812

 Blossoming purple,
A forgotten artichoke
 In a dark cupboard.



WENDY ROSE



Wendy Rose’s career is among the most unusual 
in American writing. Born in Oakland in 1948 to a 
Hopi father and a mother of Miwok and European 
descent, Rose grew up in San Francisco with virtually 
no connection to any tribal community. In the mid-
60s, Rose dropped out of high school and became 
active in AIM (American Indian Movement); she even 
took part in the Alcatraz Occupation. Eventually, 
Rose enrolled in college, bouncing around various 
community colleges before landing at Berkeley, 
where she earned a degree in anthropology. She went 
on to earn both an MA and a PhD in Anthropology 
and enjoyed a long teaching career at Berkeley, 
Fresno City College, and California State, Fresno. 
Rose served as the editor of the American Indian 
Quarterly and has worked as an illustrator, professor, 
researcher, historian, anthropologist, and poet. 

Her first collection of poems, Hopi Roadrunner 
Dancing, was published in 1973. Several other 
collections followed including Academic Squaw: 
Reports to the World from the Ivory Tower (1977); What 
Happened When the Hopi Hit New York (1982); The 
Halfbreed Chronicles and Other Poems (1985); Lost 
Copper (1980), which was nominated for a Pulitzer 
Prize; Bone Dance: New and Selected Poems 1965–

1992 (1994); and Itch like Crazy (2002). While Rose 
was establishing a reputation as a poet, she was also 
doing pioneering work as an anthropologist, writing 
about women in Tasmania and aboriginal tattooing 
in California.

Rose’s poems are often characterized formally 
by a high mix of narrative and lyric structures and 
thematically by historical and personal trauma. Much 
of her early work chronicles a search for identity as a 
mixed-race woman, a feminist, and a political activist. 
Rose’s work is remarkable for its ability to identify and 
name various sites as contact zones—California, the 
academy, the female body, the field of ethnography, 
and even American poetry.

Although Rose is virtually unknown in mainstream 
American poetry circles, she is revered among 
Indigenous writers and scholars. Along with writers 
like Leslie Marmon Silko and Paula Gunn Allen, Rose 
influenced an entire generation of Indigenous women 
poets, including Deborah Miranda, who cites Rose 
and her work, especially “Excavation at the Santa 
Barbara Mission” as critical to her development as a 
poet. Though she has not published a book of poems 
in over twenty years, Rose, who lives in the mountains 
near Yosemite National Park, is still writing. 

—Dean Rader, author of Self Portrait as Wikipedia 
Entry



Alien Seeds
    (on reading a book about plants growing 
      wild in California)

How is it that I did not know the gold hillside near my house
is as foreign to the land as any intruder, as the straight boards
and liquid rock poured onto the land where my house stands?
All these, wild oats, the strangling grass, even the succulents
with the secret of moisture within, the tumbleweed
rode on the tails of strange beasts or were caught
in the wool of Spanish sheep. How can I not feel
the killing, the massacre that cleared the valley, the foothills,
the mountains of my kind? For every seed, its wagon train;
rhizomes colonize underground, spines catch foxes
on their little hooks—barbed wire crosses our nations
and taproots suck the stolen dew
no matter how dry the desert.
Thistles thrive on the most ravaged flesh;
invaders ruthlessly kill just as the bloodthirsty men
who drove their cattle from shrine to shrine
lowered their rifles, aimed, fired.
The Elders have always known this.
They fast and pray, then hunt
for exactly the right kind of grass
as their grandmothers before them;
they pick a few, never the first one,
never more than they need.
They return home with great art in their eyes.
And now they walk forever with empty hands,
baskets made thin with ribs sticking out.
Beads, yarn, safety pins replace beargrass and willow.
Eucalyptus rolls its seeds on the ground,
we slip and fall, hurtle into the sacrifice,
gather not grass but sorrow in our hands.
Vanishing Americans, endangered species,

vermin and weeds, call it what they will,
rock hard places where bones rattle down.



I expected my skin  
and blood to ripen    

When the blizzard subsided four days later [after the massacre in 1890 
at Wounded Knee], a burial party was sent . . . a long trench was dug. 
Many of the bodies were stripped by whites who went out in order to 
get the Ghost shirts and other accoutrements the Indians wore 
. . . the frozen bodies were thrown into the trench stiff and naked . . . 
only a handful of items remain in private hands . . . exposure to snow 
has stiffened the leggings and moccasins, and all the objects show the 
effects of age and long use . . . [items pictured for sale] moccasins $140; 
hide scraper $350; buckskin shirt $1200; womens’ leggings $275; bone 
breastplate $1000 . . . 
               —Kenneth Canfield’s 1977 Plains Indian Art Auction Catalog

I expected my skin and blood
to ripen, but not be ripped from my bones;
like fallen fruit I am peeled, tasted,
discarded. My seeds open
and have no future.
Now there has been no past.
My own body gave up the beads,
my own hands gave the babies away
to be strung on bayonets,
to be counted one by one
like rosary stones and then 
tossed to the side of life
as if the pain of their birthing
has never been.
My feet were frozen to the leather,
pried apart, left behind—bits of flesh
on the moccasins, bits of paper deerhide
on the bones. My back was stripped
of its cover, its quilling intact,
was torn, was taken away. 
My leggings were taken like in a rape

and shriveled to the size
of stick figures
like they had never felt the push 
of my strong woman’s body
walking in the hills.
It was my own baby
whose cradleboard I held—
would’ve put her in my mouth like a snake
if I could, would’ve turned her into a bush
or rock if there’d been magic enough
to work such changes. Not enough magic
to stop the bullets, not enough magic
to stop the scientists, not enough magic
to stop the money. 



Excavation at santa 
barbara mission

When archaeologists excavated Santa Barbara Mission in  
California, they discovered human bones in the adobe walls.

My pointed trowel
is the artist’s brush
that will stroke and pry,
uncover and expose
the old mission wall.
         How excited I am
for like a dream
I wanted to count myself
among the ancient dead
as a faithful neophyte
resting there and in love
with the padres
and the Spanish hymns.

A feature juts out. Marrow
like lace, piece of a skull,
upturned cup, fingerbones
scattered like corn
and ribs interlaced
like cholla.
         So many bones
mixed with the blood
from my own knuckles
that dig and tug
in the yellow dust.
         How fragile 
they have become
to flowat and fall 
with my touch, 
brittle white tips
shivering into mist. 

         How helpless I am
for the deeper I go
the more I find
courching in white dust,
listening to the whistle
of longbones breaking
apart like memories.
         My hands empty themselves
of old dreams,
drain the future
into the moisture
of my boot prints.
Beneath the flags
of three invaders,
I the hungry scientist
sustaining myself 
with bones of 
men and women asleep in the wall
who survived in their own way
Spanish swords, Fransiscans
and their rosary whips,
who died among the reeds
to wait, communion wafers
upon the ground, too holy 
for the priests to find.

They built the mission with dead Indians.
They built the mission with dead Indians.
They built the mission with dead Indians.
They built the mission with dead Indians.



Peter Everwine

1930 - 2018



In a short poem in his book “Listening Long and 
Late,” Peter Everwine addresses Tu Fu. That Tu 
Fu supposedly wrote ten thousand poems, fifteen 
hundred or so of which survive, is important in the 
poem. Everwine tells Tu Fu that he himself doesn’t 
have a thought in his head, let alone a line of verse. 
He ends the poem, “Tu Fu, chatterbox of delight/to 
indolence must I now add envy?”

I don’t know a lot about Everwine. I know that he was 
born in Detroit in 1930—his family from the evidence 
of the poems was working class—and grew up in 
Western Pennsylvania. I know he went to the Iowa 
Writers Workshop in its early days. I know he taught 
for most of his career at the California State University, 
Fresno (more commonly known as Fresno State). (Phil 
Levine, who was a huge champion of his work, also had 
his home base there.) He was, by accounts I’ve heard, 
a masterful bluegrass banjo player (on both the four- 
and the five-string instruments). He seems to have 
been at least as passionate about his musicianship as 
he was about his poetry. The one conversation I had 
with him, in Fresno, at the beginning of this century, 
was almost all about music. I know he died in 2018.

As the Tu Fu poem suggests, Everwine wasn’t a prolific 
writer. A new and selected volume, published when 
he was in his seventies, is under a hundred pages. 
There are two books after that, which I don’t have but 
which are, I suspect, slender also, and four volumes 
of translations, two of the Hebrew poet Nathan 
Zach and two of Aztec poetry. Everwine was not a 
chatterbox. What he lacks in bulk, though, he makes 
up in accuracy, an accuracy that even Tu Fu might 
envy. This accuracy is first of all one of tone (that is 
among other things an outcome of his musicality). But 
the accuracy of tone is accompanied by a world of 
other accuracies—of image, feeling, plot, transition, 
all light, deft, unassuming, lightly disappearing into 
themselves except for little escarpments of emotion, 
touchingly inevitable. On the other side of technique, 
Everwine gives us a homeliness, in the old sense of the 
word, a hominess, a quiet privilege of truthfulness, an 
inflection of timed sentiment. The experience is the 
everyday, but also the experience is that the everyday 
is what there is, all there is, except for the silence that 
lingers after the poem, a silence that expatiates, that 
expands. The work of poetry might be to transform 
the noise of the world and the noise of the mind into 
silence. Everwine does this as well as it can be done.

—Vijay Seshadri, author of That Was Now, This Is Then 













Anne Spencer

1882 - 1975



Anne Spencer (1882-1975) was born Annie Bethel 
Scales in Henry County, Virginia. Her mother was the 
daughter of a formerly enslaved mother and a wealthy 
Virginia aristocrat; her father, who was black, white, 
and Seminole, had been born into slavery.  Her parents 
separated and she was eventually sent to Virginia 
Seminary in Lynchburg, VA, where she excelled. 
She studied  Greek, Latin, Kant and Emerson. Upon 
graduating, Anne married classmate Edward Spencer, 
who found a job as a mailman. With him she moved to 
a house in Lynchburg, which they lovingly restored with 
items he found on his mailman’s route, and outside of 
which, in a second linked lot, she built a stone writing 
shed and an extraordinary garden. 

The Spencers had three children, but hired help so that 
Anne could have time to write. They also served as local 
activists, hosting the first meeting of the Lynchburg 
NAACP, at which Spencer met James Weldon Johnson.   

This meeting had two interesting after effects:  One:  It 
launched years in which the Spencers hosted visiting 
black writers and activists as they passed through the 
Jim Crow South. Zora Neale Hurston, WEB Dubois, 
Langston Hughes and others all visited and stayed, 
partly because the Spencers’ home was one of the 
rare places these travelers could be assured safe and 
comfortable housing. But these visits also became a 
hub for Black Arts Movement thinking. The second 
after-affect of Johnson’s visit was that Johnson took an 
interest in Spencer’s poetry and passed it to New York 
editors. Spencer being published alongside others of 
the Harlem Renaissance despite never visiting Harlem. 
Through Johnson, Spencer began to publish her work. 

Spencer’s output was always small: She published 
about 30 poems in her life. There are about 48 
useable scraps from her archive, and many tantalizing 
fragments.  These are, for complex reasons still difficult 
to access. Her colorful home is beautifully restored 
and on view in Lynchburg Virginia, and her poems and 
papers  are in the archive at UVA. 

—Tess Taylor, author of Rift Zone: Poems



Lady, Lady, I saw your face,
Dark as night withholding a star….
The chisel fell, or it might have been
You had born so long the yoke of men.
Lady, Lady, I saw your hands,
Twisted, awry, like crumpled roots,
Bleached poor white in a sudsy tub,
Wrinkled and drawn from your rub-a-dub.
Lady, lady, I saw your heart, 
And altered there in its darksome place
Were the tongues of flames the ancients knew,
Where the good God sits to spangle through. 

Neighbors

Ah, you are cruel;
You ask too much;
Offered a hand, a finger-tip,
You must have a soul to clutch. 



RONNIE BURK

1875 - 1947



The work of Chicano poet, collage artist, and AIDS 
activist Ronnie Burk (1955-2003) speaks forcefully 
today in its brilliant re-enchantment of the surrealist 
imagination. Burk connected a variety of artistic and 
social formations in his commitment to a fiercely 
independent poetic practice marked by an arresting 
quality of mind and a unique cosmopolitanism. 
Involved first with the Texas-based Raza Unida party, 
he later joined postmodern sensibilities inspired by 
Lorna Dee Cervantes and Ana Castillo to the Euro-
Anglo-American avant-garde of Diane di Prima, Anne 
Waldman, and Philip Lamantia, such NYC figures as 
poet Charles Henri Ford, filmmaker Kenneth Anger, 
and artists Julian Beck and Judith Malina of The Living 
Theater, as well as a host of Third World anti-colonial 
thinkers. His friend and fellow writer Inés Hernández-
Ávila described his poetry as one that voiced “the 
crisis in civilization at the end of the twentieth century” 
while also finding “the trap door out of this oppressive 
society.”

—Roberto Tejada, author of Why the Assembly 
Disbanded

[The following poems are drawn from journals, chap-
books, anthologies; and unless otherwise noted, 
from “Apocalyptic Vision: Poems by Ronnie Burk,” 
edited by Garret Caples, Caesura, Aug 13, 2021: 
https://caesuramag.org/posts/apocalyptic-vision-po-
ems-by-ronnie-burk]
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